
Getting Started with Analyzing Poetry
INTRODUCTION

Even if you’re already a seasoned writer of literary analysis essays, examining poetry

can sometimes be daunting. Your missions are similar – making an argument about some

element of the text – but poetry can present some unique challenges.

It’s important in every kind of literature, but especially in poetry, to recognize a

distinction between form and content. Form is the how of a poem: the rhyme structure,

line length, sound devices, word choice, etc. Content is the what of a poem: what’s it

about? What is it staying? Is it conveying a story, an image, a belief?

The two elements intersect and inform each other constantly. Sometimes this is

straightforward: Walt Whitman’s lengthy lines correlate with his writing about

expansive topics like nationhood or nature. Sometimes it’s more complicated, and lends

itself less easily to definitive conclusions! Either way, looking at the relationship

between form and content is the bread and butter of starting to analyze poetry.

GETTING STARTED

Try annotating the poem on paper. Having something physical to interact with - circle

things, draw connections, etc - can get your ideas flowing when you’re stuck.

Look for parts that feel particularly weird or interesting. When you’re actually

looking at a poem, especially if it’s on the longer side, it’s easy to get overwhelmed by

wanting to understand the whole thing. Instead, go through it slowly, and circle or

underline the parts that are most interesting to you – because you don’t understand

them, because you do understand them, because it’s a particularly interesting phrase or

word choice, etc. Figure out what’s drawing you about it, then work from there.

Write down your observations. After you’ve written them down, you’ll then be able to

make connections between them. Are you noticing a lot of reocurring sound patterns? Is

there a strange contradiction at the heart of the poem – between different parts of the

form, between different parts of the content, between form and content?



FINDING A THESIS

After you’ve figured out what you’re writing about, it’s time to decide what you’re

arguing. If you’re stuck, try structuring your thesis using the author-device-purpose

structure:

Inwork, author uses element of work to create this element’s effect.

For example:

In “In Paths Untrodden”, Walt Whitman uses contrasting sound patterns to

communicate the duality between individual freedom and societal restriction.

It’s okay if your final thesis isn’t nearly as structured, but thinking about how elements

like these connect is a good way to start formulating ideas. Remember: as is the case in

every literary analysis essay, a thesis has to be arguable. Somebody in your class should

be able to read the same poem and disagree with you!

SPECIFIC WAYS TO ANALYZE POETRY

Look closely at rhyme, alliteration, assonance, or sound structure.

This duality between a fast-paced society and the relaxed escape from it can be reflected in

the sound pattern of “away from the clank of the world” (7) – the sonorant-heavy ‘away’ and

‘world’ contrast with the harsher ‘clank.’

Analyze word choice.

The reference to the “maturing sun” (v. 1) follows the same pattern of complication as

“mellow fruitfulness.” In both cases, the modifiers “maturing” and “mellow” complicate

conventional images associated with pastoralism.

Analyze syntax, line length, or structure.

The frantic mood and pace of “Howl” is intensified by the first section’s complete lack of

sentence breaks.

Make a claim about how the author’s use of a poetic form (e.g. sestina, vilanelle, sonnet)

interacts with its content.

Sassoon’s use of the sonnet form in “To Women” creates a sense of irony: a structure

traditionally used for love poetry is repurposed for condemnation.



FORMATTING TIPS

➢ Firstly: if you’re writing about a short poem, cite by line. If you’re writing about a

long poem (e.g. “Howl,” “Song of Myself”), cite by page number.

➢ Poetry has blockquote rules, same as prose: in MLA style, if you’re citingmore

than three lines of a poem, cite them in blockquote format.

➢ Remember, no matter how long a poem is, a poem goes in quotes, while a poetry

collection is italicized. (e.g. “Song of Myself” vs. Leaves of Grass, “When I Was One

and Twenty” vs. A Shropshire Lad)

GENERAL TIPS

➢ The jargon of poetry analysis can be equally illuminating and daunting, but if it

isn’t a focus of your class, you don’t have to know what a dactyl or a caesura is to

write a great poetry analysis. That said: if you want to know the specific word for

som element of the poem, ask your professor!

➢ As you would for every literary analysis essay, avoid using the words “could” or

“might,” especially when it comes to the author’s intent. Instead of saying

“Dickinson might be arguing for the power of nonstandard articulation,” say

“Dickinson argues for the power of nonstandard articulation.” Don’t worry about

a potential audience member disagreeing with you – so long as your analysis is

textually grounded, the potential for disagreement means you’re crafting a rich

argument!

➢ Ask yourself every so often: am I summarizing, or analyzing? Be sure you’re

prioritizing analysis.

MORE RESOURCES

➢ UNC Writing Center: Poetry Explications

➢ Hamilton: Writing About Poetry

➢ Purdue OWL: Writing about Poetry

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_formatting_quotations.html
https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/poetry-explications/
https://www.hamilton.edu/academics/centers/writing/writing-resources/writing-about-poetry
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/writing_in_literature/writing_about_poetry.html

